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Abstract
This paper presents a novel task to generate
poll questions for social media posts. It offers
an easy way to hear the voice from the pub-
lic and learn from their feelings to important
social topics. While most related work tack-
les formally-written texts (e.g., exam papers),
we generate poll questions for short and collo-
quial social media messages exhibiting severe
data sparsity. To deal with that, we propose to
encode user comments and discover latent top-
ics therein as contexts. They are then incorpo-
rated into a sequence-to-sequence (S2S) archi-
tecture for question generation and its exten-
sion with dual decoders to additionally yield
poll choices (answers). For experiments, we
collect a large-scale Chinese dataset from Sina
Weibo containing over 20K polls. The results
show that our model outperforms the popu-
lar S2S models without exploiting topics from
comments and the dual decoder design can fur-
ther benefit the prediction of both questions
and answers. Human evaluations further ex-
hibit our superiority in yielding high-quality
polls helpful to draw user engagements.

1 Introduction

Social media is a crucial outlet for people to ex-
change ideas, share viewpoints, and keep con-
nected with the world. It allows us to hear the
public voice for decision making and better under-
standing our society. Nevertheless, for the silent
majority, they tend to read others’ messages instead
of voicing their own opinions with words, possibly
because of the introvert personality, busy schedule,
and others. How shall we better engage them into
the discussions and learn from their thoughts?

In this work, we present a novel application to
automatically generate a poll question for a social
media post. It will encourage public users, espe-
cially those reluctant to comment with words, to

∗Jing Li is the corresponding author.

[P1]: ...B站市值超过爱奇艺 (The market value of B site
exceeds iQiyi)...
[Q1]: 你们平时常用那个app看视频？ (Which app do
you usually use to watch videos?)
[A1]: 腾讯视频 (Tencent Video);优酷 (Youku);爱奇艺
(iQiyi); B站 (B site)
[P2]: ...理性分析一下赵粤和希林娜依高：希
林vocal确实厉害，但是...舞蹈实力有点不够看；赵
粤呢舞蹈厉害...但是唱歌实力较弱些... (A rational
analysis of Akira and Curley G: Curley’s vocal is indeed
great, but ... her dancing is not that good; Akira dances
well ... but her singing is weaker...)
[Q2]: 谁更适合当c位？ (Who should take the center
position?)
[A2]: 赵粤 (Akira);希林娜依高 (Curley G)

Figure 1: Example polls from Sina Weibo. Pi, Qi, and
Ai (i = 1, 2) refer to the i-th source post, its poll ques-
tion, and the corresponding poll choices (answers). Dif-
ferent choices are separated by the “;”. Italic words in
“()” are the English translation of the original Chinese
texts on their left. In the source posts, we fold the words
irrelevant to polls in “...” for easy reading.

input their reflections via voting. For example, the
statistics of our dataset show that 13K users on
average engaged in a poll compared with 173 com-
mented to a post. For a better illustration of the
task, Figure 1 shows two example poll questions on
Sina Weibo1, henceforth Weibo, a popular Chinese
microblog. The goal of our task is to output an
opinion question, such as Q1 and Q2, and invite
other users to engage in the discussion to a source
post (e.g., P1 and P2); poll choices (answers like
A1 and A2) can be produced together to allow easy
public engagement (via voting).

To date, most progress made in question gener-
ation is built upon the success of encoder-decoder
frameworks (Du et al., 2017). Despite of the ex-
tensive efforts made in this line (Sun et al., 2018;
Yao et al., 2018; Chai and Wan, 2020; Sun et al.,
2020), most previous work focus on the processing
of formally-written texts, such as exam questions

1weibo.com

weibo.com
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in reading comprehension tests. The existing meth-
ods are therefore suboptimal to handle social media
languages with short nature and informal styles,
which might present challenges to make sense of
the source posts and decide what to ask. For ex-
ample, from the limited words in P1, it is hard to
capture the meanings of “B站” (B site) and “爱奇
艺” (iQiyi) as video apps, which is nevertheless
crucial to predict Q1. Moreover, the question itself,
being in social media fashion, is likely to contain
fresh words, such as “c位” (center position) in Q2,
which may further hinder the models’ capability to
predict the poll questions in social media style.

To tackle these challenges, we first enrich the
short contexts of source posts with other users’
comments; a neural topic model is employed to
discover topic words therein and help identify the
key points made in source posts. It is based on
the assumption that the salient words in a source
post are likely to be echoed in its comments (Wang
et al., 2019b), potentially useful to learn the map
from posts to poll questions. For example, the
core words in Q1 — “app” and “视频” (video) —
co-occur frequently in the comments with “B站”
(B site) and “爱奇艺” (iQiyi), which may help
the model to link their meanings together. The
topic representations are then incorporated into a
sequence-to-sequence (S2S) architecture to decode
poll questions word by word. Furthermore, we ex-
tend the basic S2S to a version with dual decoders
to generate questions and answers in a multi-task
learning setting and further exploit their correla-
tions. For example, modeling answers in A2 might
help indicate that P2 centers around “赵粤” (Akira)
and “希林娜依高” (Curley G), two celebrities.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the
first to study poll questions on social media, where
their interactions among answer choices, source
posts, and reader users’ comments are comprehen-
sively explored. As a pilot study over social media
polls, we also contribute the very first dataset con-
taining around 20K Weibo polls associated with
their source posts and user comments.2 We believe
our dataset, being the first of its kind, will largely
benefit the research on social media polls and how
they help promote the public engagements.

On our dataset, we first compare the model per-
formance on poll question generation in terms of
automatic evaluation and human evaluation. The

2Our dataset and code are publicly available in
https://github.com/polyusmart/Poll-Question-Generation

automatic evaluation results show that the latent
topics learned from the first few pieces of user com-
ments is already helpful — they result in our mod-
els’ significantly better performance than the S2S
baselines and their trendy extensions proposed for
other tasks. For example, our full model achieves
38.24 ROUGE-1 while S2S with RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) yields 34.08. Human evaluation fur-
ther demonstrates our models’ capability to gener-
ate poll questions relevant to the source post, fluent
in language, and particularly engaging to draw user
attentions for discussions. We then quantify mod-
els’ sensitivities to the length of varying source
posts and poll questions, where the scores of our
model are consistently better. Next, we find our
model exhibits an increasing trend in predicting
poll questions that will engage more comments in
the future, which suggests the potential helpfulness
of comments to indicate engaging questions. At
last, the performance of dual decoder designs are
discussed and it is shown that joint prediction of
questions and their answers can benefit both tasks.

2 Study Design

2.1 Task Formulation
Our major input is a social media post (i.e., source
post) and the main output a poll question that con-
tinue the senses of the source post and encourage
public users to voice opinions. For each question,
possible answer choices (i.e., answers) may also be
yielded as a side product to enable participants to
easily input their thoughts. To enrich the contexts
of source posts, their reply messages (i.e., user
comments) are also encoded as external features.

2.2 Data Description
Here we describe the dataset we collect to empiri-
cally study social media polls.

Data Collection. Weibo allows users to create
polls, asking questions to the public and inviting
others to share their thoughts via voting. It enables
the construction of a dataset with user-generated
polls. At the beginning, we gathered around 100K
random Weibo posts, whereas less than 0.1% of
them contain polls. The sparse distribution of polls
presents the challenge to scale up the dataset. To
deal with that, we looked in to the sampled polls
and draw two interesting points: first, many polls
carry trendy hashtags (user-annotated topic labels
like #COVID19) to draw user attentions; second, a
user who once created a poll is likely to do it again.
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Post Comment Qs Ans Choice Voter
Num Len Num Len Len Num Len Num

20,252 54.0 173 16.9 11.0 3.4 5.9 13,004

Table 1: Statistics of our dataset. Num: number; Num:
average number per post. Len: average count of words
per post; Qs: question; Ans: answer.

Inspired by these observations, we first obtained
the popular hashtags since Nov 2019.3 Then, we
gathered the posts under the hashtag through the
Weibo search API, from which the ones contain-
ing polls are picked out.4 Next, we examined the
authors of these polls and access their posting his-
tory to gather more polls they created from Weibo
user timeline API.5 Afterwards, for each post, we
crawled its comments via the comment API.6 Fi-
nally, 20,252 polls were obtained from 1,860 users.

Data Analysis. The statistics of the dataset is
displayed in Table 1. As can be seen, comments
are shorter than posts, probably because users tend
to put more efforts in crafting original posts than
replying to others and hence comments may be
relatively nosier than original posts; both questions
and answers are short, which follow the fashion of
user-generated contents on social media.

To further investigate the data sparsity in social
media contents, we sample some texts from LDC
news corpus (formally-written texts) (Ahtaridis
et al., 2012) — the samples contain the same token
number as our social media texts. Our corpus’s
vocabulary size and entropy are 24,884 and 7.46,
while those for news corpus are 9,891 and 5.98.
This suggests the sparsity of social media data.

We also observe that each post exhibits more
voters than comments, implying that users may
prefer to voice opinions via voting, which is easier
than commenting with words. We further analyze
the effects of polls on user engagements and draw
an interesting finding. For the same author, their
posts with polls exhibit 1.65, 22.2, and 1.80 times
comments, likes, and reposts on average compared
to posts without polls.7 This implies that adding
polls indeed help to draw user engagements to a
post.

3https://open.weibo.com/wiki/Trends/en
4https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/

search/statuses/limited
5https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/

statuses/user_timeline_batch
6https://open.weibo.com/wiki/2/

comments/show
7For each author, we additionally sample 500 posts without

polls for comparison.

(a) Choice Number Statistics (b) Topic Categories

Figure 2: The left figure shows the count of polls over
varying choice number in their answers (x-axis: choice
number; y-axis: vote count). The right one displays the
distribution of the polls’ topic categories.

For each poll, there are less than 4 answer
choices on average. To further characterize that,
Figure 2(a) shows the count of polls over varying
numbers of answer choices appearing in them and
the statistics suggest that most users are not willing
to craft over 5 poll choices, which, interestingly,
exhibit similar statistics in exam questions. In ad-
dition, we probe into what types of topics are more
likely to contain polls. To that end, we examined
source posts with hashtags and manually catego-
rized the hashtags into 11 topics. Figure 2(b) shows
the poll distribution over topics. Most polls fall in
“social events” category, which mostly concern pub-
lic emergency and in our dataset tremendous posts
focus on the outbreak of COVID-19. There are also
a large proportion of polls concern entertainment
topics such as celebrities and TV shows, probably
initiated for advertising purpose.

3 Poll Question Generation Framework

This section introduces our framework with two
variants: one based on a basic S2S (single decoder)
and the other is its extension with dual decoders
to predict poll questions and answer choices in a
multitask learning setting. The model architecture
of the dual decoder model is shown in Figure 3.

3.1 Source Posts and Comments Encoding
Following the common practice in S2S (Du et al.,
2017), we encode a source post P in the form of
word sequence 〈w1, w2, ..., w|P |〉, where |P | is the
number of words in the post. For user comments C,
bag of words (BOW) representations are employed
for topic modeling, henceforth Cbow over BoW
vocabulary. More details are provided below.

Source Post Encoding. To encode the post se-
quence P , a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (Bi-
GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) is adopted. For the i-th
word wi ∈ P , we first convert it into an embed-
ding vector νi, which is later processed into hidden

https://open.weibo.com/wiki/Trends/en
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/search/statuses/limited
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/search/statuses/limited
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/statuses/user_timeline_batch
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/C/2/statuses/user_timeline_batch
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/2/comments/show
https://open.weibo.com/wiki/2/comments/show
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Figure 3: The architecture of the dual decoder S2S
(sequence-to-sequence) model to jointly generate ques-
tions and answers. It contains a neural topic model for
context modeling (in the bottom), a sequence encoder
fed with the source post (in the center), and two se-
quence decoders to handle the output, where the left
one predicts questions (Q) and the right answers (A).

states in the forward (
−→
hi) and backward (

←−
hi) direc-

tions, respectively. They are then concatenated as
hi = [

−→
hi;
←−
hi] and sequentially put into a memory

bank M = 〈h1,h1, ...,h|P |〉, which will be further
delivered to decoders for their attentive retrieval.

User Comments Modeling. Considering the
noisy nature of user comments, latent topics are
employed to recognize the salient contents therein.
They are explored based on word statistics and rep-
resented as clusters of words tending to co-occur in
the comments of some posts (probably concerning
similar topics), such as the names of video apps
in Figure 1. In topic modeling, we assume there
are K topics and each topic k is represented with a
topic-word distribution over the BoW vocabulary.
A post P has a topic mixture θ, which is learned
from the words appearing in its comments Cbow.

Our topic learning methods (from comments) are
inspired by the neural topic model (NTM) based on
variational auto-encoder (VAE) (Miao et al., 2017;
Zeng et al., 2018), which allows the end-to-end
training of NTM with other modules in an unified
neural architecture. It employs an encoder and a
decoder to resemble the data reconstruction process
of the comment words in BoW.

Concretely, the input Cbow is first encoded into
prior parameters µ and σ using neural perceptrons.
Then, through Gaussian transformation, they are
applied to draw a latent variable: z = N (µ, σ2),
which is further taken to produce the topic composi-
tion of comments (θ) with softmax transformation.

At last, the decoder reconstructs comments and
produces a BOW vector C ′bow (conditioned on the
latent topic θ) through another neural perception.

3.2 Poll Decoding

Here we further describe how we generate ques-
tions (and answers in the dual decoders settings)
with the encoded source posts and comments.

Question Generation. To handle the output of a
question Q, the corresponding decoder (i.e., ques-
tion decoder) is formed with a uni-directional
GRU and fed with the memory bank M from
source post encoding and the topic distribution θ
from user comment modeling. The words in Q are
predicted sequentially with the following formula:

Pr(Q | P,Cbow) =
|q|∏
j=1

Pr (qj | q<j ,M, θ) (1)

where qj means the j-th word in Q and q<j refers
toQ’s predicted word sequence from slot 1 to j−1.
To leverage comment modeling results in the de-
coding, we incorporate θ into the attention weights
(defined below) over source posts and concentrate
on topic words therein for question generation.

αij =
exp (fα (hi, sj , θ))∑|P |
i′=1 exp (fα (hi′ , sj , θ))

(2)

sj is the GRU decoder’s j-th hidden states and:

fα (hi, sj , θ) = vTα tanh (Wα [hi; sj ; θ] + bα) (3)

In addition, we adopt copy mechanism (See
et al., 2017) to allow the generated questions to
contain the keywords from the source posts:

pj = λj · pgen + (1− λj) · pcopy (4)

pgen refers to the likelihood to generate a word
while pcopy is the extractive distribution derived
from the attention weights over the source in-
put. The soft switcher λj ∈ [0, 1] can determine
whether to copy a word or generate a new one in
aware of the comments’ topics:

λj = sigmoid (Wλ [uj ; sj ; tj ; θ] + bλ) (5)

tj is the context vector (weighted sum) of the atten-
tion to predict theQ’s j-th word, whose embedding
is uj . Wλ and bλ are both learnable parameters.
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Answer Generation. To further explore the re-
lations between questions (Q) and answers (A),
we “replicate” the question decoder’s architecture
and form another decoder to handle answer gen-
eration (answer decoder). The answer choices
are concatenated to form an answer sequence and
neighboring choices are separated with a special to-
ken “<sep>”. The answer decoder also adopts the
same topic-aware attentions (Eq. 2) as the question
decoder (denoted as βij here) and copy mecha-
nisms (Eq. 4) to be able to put topic words from
the source into the answer choices, such as “赵粤”
(Akira) and “希林娜依高” (Curley G) in Figure 1.

Question decoder and answer decoder work to-
gether in a dual decoders setting, whose parameters
are updated simultaneously to exploit the essential
correlations of poll questions and their answers.

3.3 Model Training

This subsection describes how we jointly train the
neural topic model (henceforth NTM) for comment
modeling and the decoders for question and an-
swer generation with multi-task learning. The loss
function for NTM is defined as:

LNTM = DKL(p(z) || q(z |C))− Eq(z|C)[p(C|z)] (6)

The C above refers to Cbow. The first term is the
KL divergence loss and the second is the recon-
struction loss in VAE. For question generation, the
loss is:

LQG = −
N∑
n=1

log (Pr (Qn | Pn, θn)) (7)

N is the number of training samples; Qn, Pn, and
θn are the target poll question, source post, and
topic distribution of the n-th training sample. An-
swer generation loss LAG is defined similarly. The
training loss of the entire model are defined as:

L = LNTM + γQ · LQG + γA · LAG (8)

where γQ and γA balance the weights over NTM
and the two decoders.

4 Experimental Setup

Data Preprocessing. First, we removed meta
data (e.g., author’s locations and emoji labels) and
replaced links, mentions (@username), and digits
with generic tags “URL”, “MENT”, and “DIGIT”.

Then, for some poll questions echoed in the source
posts, we took them away for fair experiments.
Next, an open-source toolkit jieba is employed
for Chinese word segmentation.8 Afterwards, we
filtered out stop words and for the remaining, we
maintained two vocabularies with the most frequent
50K words for sequences (input and output) and
another 100K words for BoW. Finally, comments
are capped at the first 100 words to examine poll
question generation with the early comments and
their potential to draw future user engagements.

In evaluations, we split our data into 80% for
training, 10% for validation and 10% for test.

Baselines and Comparisons. For baselines, we
first consider the basic S2S (Sutskever et al., 2014)
(i.e., BASE); also compared are the S2S with pre-
trained models from the BERT family — tiny ER-
INE (Sun et al., 2019) (i.e., ERINE), BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) (i.e., BERT), and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) (i.e., ROBERTA), which were imple-
mented with the paddle hub platform9. For all S2S
with pre-trained models, their pre-trained parame-
ters were further fine-tuned on our training data.

Then, we consider the following S2S exten-
sions with copy mechanism (i.e., COPY) (Meng
et al., 2017), topic modeling from posts (i.e.,
TOPIC) (Wang et al., 2019a), and bidirec-
tional attentions over posts and comments (i.e.,
CMT (BIATT)) (Wang et al., 2019b). All of them
were proposed for keyphrase generation tasks and
set up following their original papers.

For our models, we consider two variants —
CMT (NTM) in the single decoder archetecture
and its dual decoder version DUAL DEC.10

Model Settings. All the hyperparameters are
tuned on the validation set via grid search. For
NTM, it is pre-trained for 50 epochs before joint
training and afterwards different modules take turns
to update parameters. We adopt two-layers bidi-
rectional GRU to build source post encoder and
one-layer unidirectional GRU question and answer
decoders. The hidden size of each GRU is 300.

8https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
9https://www.paddlepaddle.org.cn/hub

10We also finetuned BERT with our models yet cannot ob-
serve much performance gain. It is because NTM is able to
learn essential features from the input and BERT cannot pro-
vide additional benefits. Another possible reason is that social
media BERT is unavailable in Chinese and that trained on
out-domain data (e.g., news) might not fit well with Weibo
languages. Large-scale Weibo data might be acquired for con-
tinue pre-training (Gururangan et al., 2020), which is beyond
the scope of this paper and will be explored in future work.

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
https://www.paddlepaddle.org.cn/hub
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For a word embedding, the size is set to 150 and
randomly initialized. In training, we apply Adam
optimizer with initial learning rate as 1e-3, gra-
dient clipping as 1.0, and early-stopping strategy
adopted. The weights to trade off losses in multi-
task learning is set to γQ = γA = 1 (Eq. 8).

Evaluation Metrics. We adopt both automatic
measures and human ratings for evaluations. For
the former, we examine two popular metrics for
language generation tasks — ROUGE (Lin, 2004)
and BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). For the latter, hu-
man annotators rates with 4 point Likert scale (i.e.,
{0, 1, 2, 3}) and over three criteria are considered:
the relevance to the source posts (relevance), how
fluent the generated language reads (fluency), the
attractiveness degree of the questions in drawing
people’s engagements (engagingness).

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we first show the main compari-
son results on poll question generation involving
both automatic evaluations and human ratings (in
§5.1). Then, model sensitivity to varying lengths
of source posts and poll questions are discussed
in §5.2, followed by the analyses of models’ capa-
bility to handle poll questions exhibiting varying
degrees of user engagements (§5.3). Next, §5.4
discusses the performance of dual decoders that
jointly generate questions and answers. A case
study is presented at last (in §5.5) to interpret the
sample outputs.

5.1 Comparison on Poll Question Generation

We first show the comparison results on poll ques-
tion generation, where we will discuss automatic
evaluations and human ratings in turn below.

Automatic Evaluations. Table 2 reports the au-
tomatic measured results on question generation.

As can be seen, our task is challenging and basic
S2S performs poorly. Pre-trained models from the
BERT family can offer some help though limited.
It is probably because the pre-training data is from
other domains (e.g., news and online encyclope-
dia), where the representations learned cannot fully
reflect the styles of social media languages.

We then observe copy mechanism and latent top-
ics (learn from posts) are both useful, where the
former allows the keyword extracted from the post
to form a question while the latter further helps
find topic words to be copied. On the contrary, user

MODEL ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU-1 BLEU-3
S2S Baselines
BASE 21.62±0.7 20.64±0.7 20.35±0.7 2.11±0.5
+ERNIE 29.62±0.5 27.82±0.4 21.66±0.5 3.25±0.4
+BERT 33.62±1.2 31.57±1.1 24.43±0.7 4.54±0.4
+ROBERTA 34.08±1.3 31.98±1.2 24.88±1.0 4.85±0.5

S2S Extensions
+COPY 35.13±0.4 33.20±0.4 30.27±0.4 7.95±0.3
+TOPIC 36.65±0.6 34.70±0.6 31.11±0.5 8.66±0.5
+CMT (BIATT) 27.74±0.4 26.21±0.4 23.97±0.3 4.15±0.2

Our Models
+CMT (NTM) 37.95±0.4 35.97±0.3 32.07±0.2 8.89±0.3
+DUAL DEC 38.24±0.3 36.14±0.3 32.27±0.4 9.04±0.3

Table 2: Main comparison results for poll question gen-
eration. The underlined scores are the best in each col-
umn. Average scores are before ± and the numbers
after are the standard deviation over 5 runs initialized
with different seeds. Our models CMT (NTM) and
DUAL DEC significantly outperforms all the other com-
parison models (paired t-test; p-value < 0.05).

comments, though able to provide useful informa-
tion, are noisy (also implied by Table 1). So, it
is important to encode the comments in an appro-
priate way — CMT (NTM) captures salient topic
features from the comments and performs much
better than CMT (BIATT), which might be hindered
by the noise and exhibit the second worst results.

In addition, we notice DUAL DEC slightly out-
performs its single decoder variant CMT(NTM),
though the gain is small. To better examine their
prediction results, we conduct human evaluations.

Human Ratings. Here we sampled 400 source
posts (and their outputs), and invited four native
Chinese speakers to rate the poll questions in a 4
point Likert scale — 0 for extremely bad, 1 for bad,
2 for good, and 3 for extremely good — without
knowing where the results come from. Each anno-
tator reviews 100 samples and one’s assignments
vary with others’ and Table 3 shows the average
ratings over the four annotators.

All the models are rated worse than the gold
standard, which means automatic poll question
generation still has a long way to go. We also
observe that models with latent topics exhibit rela-
tively better relevance. This may be because topic
models allow the capture of salient contents from
the input and detail injection to the output. Be-
sides, CMT (NTM) and DUAL DEC perform the
best in engagingness, probably because user com-
ments and poll answers might provide implicit
clues (e.g., fresh words) helpful to predict engag-
ing questions. For fluency, BASE outperforms our
models by a small margin, as it tends to yield short
and generic questions, such as “你怎么看” (What’s
your viewpoint?) based on our observation. More-
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Relevance Fluency Engagingness
Gold Standard 2.79 2.84 2.74
BASE 1.26 2.14 1.35
ROBERTA 1.33 1.06 0.96
TOPIC 1.81 1.66 1.50
CMT (NTM) 1.91 1.67 1.55
DUAL DEC 2.02 1.87 1.67

Table 3: Average human ratings. Higher scores indi-
cate better results. DUAL DEC exhibits good potential
generate questions likely to draw user engagements.

over, we measure the length of questions generated
by BASE and DUAL (our full model) and find that
11.0% questions generated by BASE contain less
than 5 words whereas the number for DUAL is
only 1.6%. This again demonstrates our potential
to generate longer questions with richer details.

5.2 Effects of Post and Question Length

We further quantify the question generation re-
sults over varying lengths of source posts and poll
questions and show the corresponding ROUGE-1
scores in Figure 4. Here, we compare BASE and
ROBERTA, TOPIC, and our CMT (NTM).11

Figure 4: ROUGE-1 scores (y-axis) over varying
length (word count in x-axis) of source posts (on the
left) and poll questions (on the right). For both subfig-
ures, the bars from the left to right shows the results of
BASE, ROBERTA, TOPIC, and CMT (NTM).

Post length seems not to affect much on the mod-
els’ performance, probably attributed to the length
limitation in Weibo — even the relatively longer
posts contain limited words. On the contrary, for
the question length, the two S2S baselines both ex-
hibit obvious performance drops when generating
long questions, while TOPIC and CMT (NTM)
perform steadily. This suggests that latent topics,
either captured from posts or comments, may have
the potential to enrich questions with detailed de-
scriptions, and hence can better tackle long ques-
tions. Nevertheless, CMT (NTM) presents consis-
tently better ROUGE-1 in diverse scenarios.

11In §5.2 and §5.3, we experiment in the single decoder
settings so as to focus on the quality of generated questions.
We will further discuss the dual decoders in §5.4.

5.3 Polls Questions vs. User Engagements

As shown in the human ratings (§5.1), comments
might help to generate engaging poll questions. For
a further discussion, Figure 5 shows the ROUGE-1
of ROBERTA, TOPIC, and CMT (NTM) in han-
dling questions for polls that later engage vary-
ing user comment numbers. Interestingly, CMT

(NTM) performs better when predicting questions
that engage more comments at the end. This means
that early comments might provide useful clues for
models to distinguish attractive questions with the
potential to draw more public engagements in the
future. Lacking the ability to learn from comments,
TOPIC exhibits relatively more stable trends.

Figure 5: Model performance in handling polls that
result in varying comment numbers (x-axis). Y-
axis: ROUGE-1. Bars from left to right represent
ROBERTA, TOPIC, and CMT (NTM).

5.4 Discussion on Dual Decoders

The previous two subsections are discussed in the
single decoder setting and here we further examine
the effectiveness to jointly predict questions and
answers. BASE, COPY, TOPIC, and CMT (NTM)
with single and dual decoders are discussed.

We first compare question generation results and
Figure 6 shows the ROUGE-1 scores. It is seen
that dual decoders can boost the results of BASE

and COPY, implying that questions and answers
are indeed related and exploiting their interactions
can successfully bring performance gain. However,
we cannot observe large-margin improvements in
TOPIC and CMT (NTM), probably because many
words in answers, such as “赵粤” (Akira) and “希
林娜依高” (Curley G) in Figure 1, are also topic
words that can be discovered with topic models.
Therefore, jointly generating answers only provides
limited help to their question generation results.

Then, we analyze how the multitask learning
ability of dual decoders influence the prediction
of poll answers. Table 4 displays the comparison
results with pipeline models that sequentially gener-
ate questions and then answers. By examining the
pipeline results, we first find that source posts are
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Figure 6: ROUGE-1 scores of BASE, COPY, TOPIC,
and CMT (NTM) from left to right. For each model,
left bars (in blue) shows them in single decoder setting
while the right bars (in orange) dual decoders.

MODEL ROUGE-1 ROUGE-L BLEU-1 BLEU-3
Pipeline Models
QS ONLY (PRED) 26.65±0.2 25.09±0.2 22.50±0.8 4.27±0.5

QS ONLY (GOLD) 25.51±0.5 24.17±0.4 22.43±0.3 3.76±0.3

PT+QS (PRED) 31.29±0.6 29.18±0.5 26.35±0.1 8.15±0.3

PT+QS (GOLD) 31.78±0.6 29.63±0.6 26.39±0.6 8.14±0.3

Dual Decoders
BASE 24.68±0.7 22.59±0.5 21.38±0.3 3.22±0.4

+COPY 30.03±0.5 28.02±0.5 25.55±0.5 8.28±0.3

+TOPIC 30.56±0.8 28.49±0.8 26.00±0.5 8.26±0.4

+CMT (NTM) 31.72±0.7 29.54±0.7 26.55±0.2 8.65±0.2

Table 4: The comparison results of models with dual
decoders (on the bottom half) and pipeline models (on
the top). For the pipeline models, we first produce ques-
tions (QS) using CMT (NTM), from which we further
generate answers with the S2S model. QS ONLY is fed
with QS only while PT+QS the concatenated sequence
of posts (PT) and QS. In the training of answer genera-
tion, PRED means the predicted questions are employed
as input while for GOLD, we adopt gold standard ques-
tions (they are assumed to be unavailable for test).

helpful in answer generation, which results in the
outperformance of PT+QS over QS ONLY. Besides,
answer generation trained with predicted questions
or the gold standards do not make much differ-
ence. Gold standard questions might exhibit higher
quality while predicted questions may better fit the
tests (answer choices should be predicted without
knowing the human-crafted questions).

For dual decoders, CMT (NTM) still performs
the best, implying that latent topics from user com-
ments can also contribute to better prediction of
poll answers. In comparison with the best pipeline
model (PT+QS), the scores from CMT (NTM) are
competitive, though the dual decoder allows end-
to-end training and is easier to be used (with less
manual efforts in model training and application).

5.5 Case Study

To provide more insights, we further take the two
Weibo posts in Figure 1 as the input cases and ex-

amine the output of varying models in Table 5.12

Unsurprisingly, BASE tends to yield generic ques-
tions as limited features are encoded from the noisy
source. ROBERTA sometimes produces repeated
words (e.g., its output to P1), hindering its capabil-
ity to generate fluent language (also indicated by
Table 3). This is possibly caused by the overfitting
problem as RoBERTa might rely on large-scale
in-domain data for fine-tuning.

We also find that modeling topics and user com-
ments may enable the output to contain trendy
wordings, making it more engaging, such as “c位”
(center point) in CMT (NTM)’s output question
for P2 and the names of many new video apps
in DUAL DEC’s generated answer choices for P1.
Furthermore, the dual decoders might learn the co-
hesive relations between questions and answers,
such as the Akira and Curley G occurring in both
the generated questions and answer choices (P2).

6 Related Work

Our work is in the line with question generation,
where most prior efforts focus on how to ask good
exam questions given an article and the pre-defined
answers. Some adopt manually-crafted rules or
features (Labutov et al., 2015; Dhole and Manning,
2020; Fabbri et al., 2020), largely relying on the
labor-intensive process for rule design or feature
engineering. To simplify the training, automatic
feature learning hence becomes popular. For ex-
ample, Chali and Hasan (2015) first employs a
Bayesian model to learn topic features and then
leverages them to yield questions. These pipeline
methods require the expertise involvement to man-
ually customize the model inference algorithms,
while our neural network design allows end-to-end
training of topic modeling and question generation.

Recently, S2S-based question generation archi-
tecture has demonstrated promising results (Du
et al., 2017; Chai and Wan, 2020). To better en-
code the input, researchers adopt successful train-
ing design from other tasks, such as self-attention
mechanism (Zhao et al., 2018; Scialom et al., 2019),
language model pre-training (Pan et al., 2019), vari-
ational inference (Yao et al., 2018), and reinforce-
ment learning (Yuan et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2019).
Heuristic features, e.g., the answers’ positions in
the article (Zhou et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018;

12Here we analyze the case with two examples while similar
observations can be drawn from many output cases. More
cases will be discussed in Figure 6 (in the Appendix).
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BASE 你会看吗 (Would you watch)
ROBERTA 你平时喜欢哪个视频频频 (Which

videooooo do you usually like)
TOPIC 你平时常用哪个视频 (Which video do

you usually use)
CMT (NTM) 你平时在哪个视频网站 (Which video

site are you on)
DUAL DEC 你平时用哪个视频 app (Which video

app do you usually use)
>bili哔哩 (Bilibili);爱奇艺 (iQiyi);腾
讯视频 (Tencent Video);芒果tv (Mango
TV); 优酷 (Youku); 其他评论区补充
(Comment with other choices)

BASE 你觉得谁的表现更强 (Who do you
think is better)

ROBERTA 你觉得谁更好 (Who do you think is
better)

TOPIC 你觉得谁出道了 (Who do you think
debuted)

CMT (NTM) 你觉得谁更适合c位 (Who do you think
is more suitable for the center position)

DUAL DEC 你觉得赵粤和希林娜依高谁更可
(Who do you prefer, Akira or Curley G)
>赵粤 (Akira);希林娜依高 (Curley G)

Table 5: Questions generated for the source posts in
Figure 1: P1 (top) and P2 (bottom). For DUAL DEC
(i.e., CMT (NTM) with dual decoders), the question is
followed by the answer in the next row.

Kim et al., 2019; Liu, 2020) are sometimes con-
sidered. For question decoding, certain constraints
are added to control the generation, such as some
aspects to be contained (Hu et al., 2018), varying
levels of difficulty (Gao et al., 2018) and speci-
ficity (Cao et al., 2019).

We are also related with previous work handling
the generation of questions and answers in a multi-
task learning setting (Wang et al., 2017; Tang et al.,
2017; Sun et al., 2020). Nonetheless, none of the
aforementioned research concerns poll questions
and answers on social media, which exhibit very
different language styles compared with any exist-
ing studies and has not been extensively explored.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a novel task to generate social
media poll questions. User comments encoded with
a neural topic model are leveraged in a S2S frame-
work; dual decoder architecture is further adopted
to explore the interactions between questions and
answers. Extensive experiments on a large-scale
dataset newly collected from Weibo have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our proposed model.
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[Post]: #2020百大最美女星#刘亦菲和迪丽热巴都上榜啦！！！都是天然美女啊～两个人一个人演过电影版
的三生三世，一个演过剧版的三生三世。 (#100 Most Beautiful Women in the World 2020# Liu Yifei and Dilraba
Dilmurat are both on the list!!! Both of them are natural beauties˜One of them played in the movie Eternal Love while
the other played in its TV series version)
[Question]: 谁的颜让你心动呢 (Whose face makes you heart flip)
[Answer]: 刘亦菲 (Liu Yifei);迪丽热巴 (Dilraba Dilmurat)
[Base]: 你最喜欢谁 (Who do you like the best)
[RoBERTa]: 你更喜欢谁 (Who do you prefer)
[Topic]: 你更喜欢哪一个(Which one do you prefer)
[Cmt(NTM)]: 你更喜欢谁的造型 (Whose look do you prefer)
[DualDec]: 你觉得谁更有cp感 (Who do you think is better coupled with the leading man)
>刘亦菲 (Liu Yifei);迪丽热巴 (Dilraba Dilmurat)
[Post]: 有意见建议同性婚姻合法化写入民法典 (Some people suggest that same-sex marriage be legalized into the
Civil Code)
[Question]: 你支持同性恋结果合法化吗 (Do you support the legalization of same-sex marriage)
[Answer]: 同意 (Agree);不同意 (Disagree)
[Base]: 你怎么看 (What do you think)
[RoBERTa]: 你支持同性结婚化吗 (Do you support the same-sex marriage)
[Topic]: 你支持同性恋合法化吗 (Do you support the legalization of homosexuality)
[Cmt(NTM)]: 你支持同性恋婚姻合法化吗 (Do you support the legalization of the same-sex marriage)
[DualDec]: 你支持同性恋婚姻合法化吗(Do you support the legalization of the same-sex marriage)
>支持 (Support);不支持 (Objection)
[Post]: #瑞幸咖啡伪造交易22亿# 在否认业绩造假两个月后，瑞幸今日盘前发布公告：内部调查显示，
从2019年第二季度到2019年第四季度与虚假交易相关的总销售金额约为22亿元。于是，#瑞幸暴跌#。 (#Ruix-
ing Coffee forged 2.2 billion transactions# Two months after denying fraud, Luckin released an announcement before the
market today: An internal investigation showed that total sales related to invalid transactions from the second quarter of
2019 to the fourth quarter of 2019 amounted to about 2.2 billion Yuan. Consequently, #Luckin Coffee stock plummet#)
[Question]: 你还会喝瑞幸咖啡吗 (Will you still drink Luckin coffee)
[Answer]: 会，我券还没用完呢 (Yes. I still have the coupons to use); 不会，没券就不喝 (No. No coupon, no
coffee.);从来就没有喝过 (I’ve never drunk the coffee there);不管如何都是死忠粉 (Die-hard fan no matter what)
[Base]: 你会买 iphone吗 (Would you buy an iphone)
[RoBERTa]: 你喝过瑞幸咖啡吗 (Have you ever drunk Luckin coffee)
[Topic]: 你会买瑞幸咖啡吗 (Would you buy Luckin coffee)
[Cmt(NTM)]: 你觉得瑞幸咖啡合理吗 (Do you think Luckin Coffee is reasonable)
[DualDec]: 你还会买瑞幸咖啡吗 (Will you still buy Luckin coffee)
>会 (Yes);不会 (No);看情况 (It depends)
[Post]: 杨丽萍因为没有结婚生孩子，过着与花草舞蹈为伴的生活，被网友diss是一个失败的范例，真正的女
人应该要儿孙满堂，才是幸福的。 (Yang Liping, who has no marriage or children, lives a life with flowers and
dancing. However, she has been ridiculed by netizens and viewed as a typical loser — a real woman should have a large
family of children and grandchildren to live in happiness.)
[Question]: 如何定义成功女性(How to define a successful woman)
[Answer]: 事业有成 (Success in career);儿孙满堂 (Have children and grandchildren);家庭事业双丰收(Success in
family and career);充实的灵魂 (Interesting soul)
[Base]: 你觉得哪种行为有问题 (What kind of behavior do you think is problematic)
[RoBERTa]: 女女是女人是女人是什么 (What is woman is woman)
[Topic]: 你觉得结婚应该定义成功吗 (Do you think marriage should come to define success)
[Cmt(NTM)]: 你怎么看待成功的女性杨丽萍 (How do you think of the successful woman Yang Liping)
[DualDec]: 你觉得如何定义成功女性 (How would you define successful women)
>应该 (Should);不支持(Objection);评论区补充 (Add more details in comments)
[Post]: #杨幂魏大勋恋情实锤# 杨幂魏大勋恋情再次被实锤，现在已经成了圈子内外不是秘密的秘密了。
(#Smoking gun of Yang Mi and Wei Daxun# Yang Mi and Wei Daxun’s love affair has been verified again, and it has now
become a secret inside and outside the circle.)
[Question]: 你看好杨幂魏大勋的恋情吗(Are you optimistic about Yang Mi’s romantic relationship with Wei Daxun)
[Answer]: 看好 (Optimistic); 不看好 (Pessimistic); 有波折终能修成正果 (There will be twists and turns but the
ending will be good)
[Base]: 你觉得这个做法怎么样 (What do you think of this approach)
[RoBERTa]: 你觉得魏魏勋勋恋爱吗(Do you think Wei Wei Xun Xun is in love)
[Topic]: 你觉得谁更渣 (Who do you think is more scummy)
[Cmt(NTM)]: 你怎么看待这恋情的 (What do you think of the romantic relationship)
[DualDec]: 你觉得杨幂魏大勋有必要吗 (Do you think Yang Mi and Daxun Wei are necessary to do so)
>杨幂 (Yang Mi);魏大勋 (Wei Daxun);都不喜欢 (Do not like either of them);吃瓜 (I’m an onlooker)

Table 6: Five additional cases. One block refers to one case, including its source post (Post), ground truth question
(Question) and answer (Answer), followed by and the results generated by varying models (model names are in
[]). For answers, different choices are separated by “;” and the outputs of DualDec appear after a >. Italic words
in “()” are the English translation of the original Chinese texts on their left.


